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W

hat fun we had discovering Tone
Color (special qualities of sound),
and how it distinguishes the differences in
natural sounds, voices, & instruments. To
further experience why each sound is
unique, students enjoyed making their own
instruments from everyday materials (some
brought home for family play - others kept in
the classroom for school play!) Talk to them
about what kind of instrument they made
(name, family it’s from, special sound, etc.).
Then, play some music - or make some music
of your own - and let them accompany with
their new creation! Dance! Sing along!
Enjoy!

family grouped as they are? How do they
compare to your family (similarities/
differences)? Can you be a conductor silently
keeping the beat, or pantomime playing an
instrument from each family & imitate their
sound? Consider a family excursion to an
orchestral performance - or enjoy watching
one - see what your child notices!

This month we’ll explore the Families of
Instruments of the Orchestra (String,
Brass, Woodwind, and Percussion) & the
ever-important Conductor! Why is each

Office Manager, Burlington

Thank you for the 500+ Likes!
Please help us wish a very
Happy
birthday
to
Kidstunes instructors
Tiffaney
Coleman
(4/2)
a nd
Amy
Hughes (4/23).
Happy Anniversary to
Kim Moore who has
been with Kidstunes 8
years this month!

We were very excited to reach this milestone last month! With the
addition of more than 50 new students enrolled in March alone, our
Likes and views on Facebook skyrocketed.
Congratulations to Connor Mattinson at Kids R Kids in West Cary
for winning the drawing for a
FREE MONTH of music classes!
Thank you to everyone who Liked, Shared and Commented
on our page!
Keep an eye on our Facebook page for the next contest!
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April - Families of Instruments
& the Orchestra

T

he Families of Instruments & The
Orchestra unit begins just as we finish
making our own instruments out of household
materials. Recently discovering Tone Color
and how every sound is unique from others,
we now explore “formal” instruments & how
they are categorized - by size, shape,
construction/material, and how their tone - or
initial vibration - is produced to create a
special sound! The Families include:

Woodwinds - Each woodwind has a long,
tube-shaped air column and produce sound
in three ways: by blowing across a mouth
hole (flute and piccolo), by using a single
wooden reed (clarinet and saxophone), or
by using a double reed (oboe and bassoon).
Pitch is controlled by the number of holes

Sing, dance,
celebrate, and learn!

TRY THIS: Find the beat
to
connect
music,
movement, and math.
Practice
clapping,
drumming, or stomping
to the beat of the music
while counting.

Brass - The brass family consists of the
wind instruments made of brass. All of the
modern brass instruments, except the
tr0mbone which uses a slide, have valves
which route air through the tubing for
specific distances to produce a particular
pitch.
Percussion - This has the largest variety
of instruments in the percussion family,
and students will be most familiar with
these since we use them in our classes each
week.

Strings - Strings form the heart of a
symphony orchestra, and while all of these
instruments have strings some are plucked
& some are bowed.

Ap ri l 16
Through music, children
develop math, language,
and literacy skills - All
while having fun and
being active! Make up
and record your own
unique version of a song
or write your own, and
share it on NAEYC's
Facebook page or post to
T wit t e r
u si n g
t he
hashtag #woyc18.

covered.

Students will enjoy exploring how the families
of instruments all work together in the
Orchestra with the help of the
Conductor. This person keeps the beat
and directs every aspect of the music,
including tempo, dynamics, expression,
and more - ALL without uttering a sound!

Musical Moments
PERCUSSION TIME:
RECYCLE empty containers from your
kitchen into a drum set. Add kitchen utensils
and your child can explore the world of
sound!
What You’ll Need:

♪ empty containers such as oatmeal
canisters, coffee cans, cookie tins, jars,
tissue boxes, cereal boxes, etc.
masking tape or craft glue
wooden or metal spoons, spatulas, even
chop sticks, etc.
music from a radio or CD player
uncooked rice, beans, popcorn, pasta, or
anything that rattles
Save a variety of empty containers. Show
them to your child and talk about what
was in each one.
If possible, allow them to decorate the
outside of the container with crayons,
markers, stickers, etc.

3. Invite your child to tap on them with
hands. Add rice, beans, or any rattling
material into some of them & seal. Talk
about the differences in the sound now.
4. Offer various kitchen utensils and let them
explore the different sounds produced by
each one.
5. Invite them to make a "drum set" by
taping containers of various sizes/shapes
together.
Turn on some music and encourage your
child to "play" along. Clap or play to the beat
& encourage your child to keep the beat on
the drums.

Musical Moments

♪
♪

♪
♪
1.

2.

•

Which "drumstick" did you like best?
Which “drum” was your favorite? Which
made the best sound? Why?

•

If you were in a band, which instrument
would you like to play? Could you pretend
to play that now to the music? How could
we make that instrument?

